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Freak | Definition of Freak by Merriam-Webster Noun. eccentric, artistic types whom many regarded as freaks I had a terrible rash on my face, and I felt like a freak..
Adjective. He was the victim of a freak accident. even weather forecasters seemed surprised by the freak hailstorm. Freak | Define Freak at Dictionary.com Verb
Phrases. freak out, Slang.. to enter into or cause a period of irrational behavior or emotional instability, as under the influence of a drug: to be freaked out on LSD. to
lose or cause to lose emotional control from extreme excitement, shock, fear, joy, despair, etc.: Seeing the dead body freaked him out. Urban Dictionary: freak A
freak is not a weirdo but is often confused with a hipster. Freaks are generally preoccupied with youth culture, self-actualization, discovery, and self-image; an
interest in strange or bizarre subjects or wanting to be the first to do something or consume something; exposing people as phonies; or in wanting to be interesting or
original.Examples of freaks include, punks, poets, dancers.

Lana Del Rey - Freak Our new desktop experience was built to be your music destination. Listen to official albums & more. Freak Synonyms, Freak Antonyms |
Thesaurus.com Synonyms for freak at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for freak. Freak Synonyms,
Freak Antonyms | Merriam-Webster Thesaurus 1 a person, thing, or event that is far from normal . that snowstorm in April was a freak, since our weather is usually
much balmier by then.

FREAK - Wikipedia FREAK ("Factoring RSA Export Keys") is a security exploit of a cryptographic weakness in the SSL/TLS protocols introduced decades earlier
for compliance with U.S. cryptography export regulations.These involved limiting exportable software to use only public key pairs with RSA moduli of 512 bits or
less (so-called RSA_EXPORT keys), with the intention of allowing them to be broken easily by the.
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